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The kufr mm bill

Another dumb aunt on the bandwagon

Q. A lady discussing the Muslim Marriages Bill on a radio station made a number of
disparaging remarks about The Majlis Please comment. The remarks are mentioned
hereunder:

* “That while The Majlis says that the SA government is a kufr state, in reality it is not a
kufr state.”

A. While The Majlis had nowhere mentioned explicitly the status of the S.A. Government in the
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terms asserted by the miscreant aunt, it will be salubrious to ask: Is the S.A. Government an
Islamic government – a Shar’i government? Is the S.A. state a theocracy which governs in
accordance with the Qur’aan and Sunnah? The aunt should have her convoluted brains
examined.

Q. “That The Majlis claims that the S.A. government has no authority over Muslim
affairs.”

A. The stupid woman suffering from an excess of the malady called nuqs fil aql should renew
her Imaan, that is if she believes herself to be a Muslim. If she is a munaafiq, then the question
of renewal of Imaan does not develop.
The Majlis
did not ‘suggest’ that the S.A. government has no authority over Muslim affairs.
The Majlis
explicitly maintains that a non-Muslim has no jurisdiction over Muslims regarding matters of the
Deen. Authority in the context of our discussion refers to Shar’i Authority. The Qur’aan and
Sunnah are explicit and emphatic that non-Muslims have absolutely NO
Wilaayat
(jurisdiction) over Muslims. Thus, a non-Muslim or a secular court’s pronouncement of Talaaq,
Faskh, etc., will have NO validity. But the dumb aunt is too dumb and dense in her brains to
understand the Shariah.

Q. “The Majlis calls the MMB “The Kufr MPL Bill”.
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A. We cannot say pork is mutton or carrion is halaal. The MMB is riddled with KUFR. Those
who had fabricated the MMB Kufr have lost their Imaan. They have to renew their Imaan if they
still desire to be Muslims. The density of the dumb aunt’s convoluted brains is conspicuously
displayed in the corruption she gorges out in support of the Kufr Bill. Kufr is kufr regardless of its
source. Kufr does not become kosher/halaal by dubbing it a ‘Muslim’ device.

Q. “The Majlis” ignores the fact that the S.A. Government does not ask the Muslim
community to choose between the Shariah and the S.A. Constitution.”

A. The Majlis at no stage anywhere even alluded to what the moron aunt is falsely contending.
The Majlis
does not claim that the S.A. Government has imposed on Muslims the choice the stupid woman
avers. Attempts are being made by the enemies of Islam from within the community such as the
dumb aunts and their male handlers to have the Kufr bill imposed on the Muslim community by
deceit. They have misled the government with misinformation by claiming that the ‘vast majority’
of the community is madly in love with the shaitaani, Kufr MMB. They had degenerated to the
sewer level in the Western Cape by dangling the carrot of the Muslim vote in return for
acceptance of the Kufr MMB. These underminers of the Shariah in the Western Cape have
given the assurance that the Muslims of that region will refrain from voting for the DA Party if the
Kufr MMB is enacted. For achieving their ulterior and sinister objective underlying the inordinate
crave for Kufr MMB, they are prepared to renounce even their Imaan. In fact, that is precisely
what they are currently doing by supporting and crying for the Kufr MMB.

It is not the government that is imposing the Kufr bill on Muslims. Zanadaqah, Juhhaal and
Munaafiqeen masquerading as Muslims such as the dumb morons who project themselves as
‘authorities’ of the Shariah, are the culprits who are labouring to mutilate and destroy the
Shariah which they claim is not the Qur’aan and Sunnah.
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Q. “The Majlis claims that the principles of the S.A. Constitution are haraam in relation to
the bill.”

A. The woman does not know what she blurts out. She speaks absolute rubbish. Our
discussion is the Kufr so-called “Muslim” Marriages bill. The Constitution of the country is not
the subject of the debate. Almost the whole of the Constitution is haraam for Muslims. Almost
everything in it is haraam for Muslims. The Constitution is not the Shariah. It is not the Qur’aan
and the Sunnah. It is not the law of Allah Ta’ala, hence it is haraam for Muslims. But that is not
the issue. We have repeatedly said that despite the Constitution being un-Islamic, there is
sufficient latitude in it to generally allow Muslims freedom, albeit not total freedom, to practise
aspects of the Shariah.

The moron woman, bereft of the ability to rationally in Islamic terms refute each and every
cogent claim we have made against the Kufr MMB, is resorting to deflection and deception. One
such stratagem is to introduce unrelated issues which have no connection with the Kufr MMB
which is being targeted. We have shown with rational and logical arguments that the Kufr MMB
is almost 100% unconstitutional, in addition to being in total conflict with the Shariah. Even a
non-Muslim entity such as the Legal Resources Centre agrees that the Kufr MMB is almost
totally unconstitutional. The dumb aunts and their moron handlers do not comment on the
reasons which entities such as the LRC, Muslim Lawyers Association and other secular entities
have presented against the Kufr MMB.

Persons of intelligence who possess the ability to argue rationally are supposed to take up each
and every reason presented against their stance and neutralize the arguments. But these
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morons are totally bankrupt of rationality and brains, hence they are capable of spewing only
rubbish to confuse and mislead the unwary.

Q. “The bill is within the framework of the Shariah.”

A. This is the type of skulduggery and lies which the Kufr MMB clique bandies out to mislead
the unwary and the ignorant. The stupid aunt while making this preposterous claim has failed to
elucidate and explain just what is the meaning of ‘the framework of the Shariah’? What has the
moron understood by the Shariah? We have presented dozens of conflicts and KUFR which is
incorporated in the Kufr bill. Not a single one from the miserable MMB crowd has hitherto been
able to rationally respond to even one of the haraam conflicts we have pointed out and
highlighted. This jaahilah aunt does not have the faintest idea of the meaning of the Shariah,
hence she could afford to be so audacious in making her laughable claim. The bill is fully, fully
within the framework of KUFR.

Q. “Those who are against the bill hide their ‘patriarchal views’ behind others who
oppose the bill.”

A. This is another absurd lie which is typical of the faasiqah moron aunt. Far from apologizing or
hiding the Shariah’s Patriarchal concept, we have proclaimed it from the rooftops. Just recently
we published a booklet to prove that Islam is a Patriarchal society. In our book we presented the
proofs of the Qur’aan and Sunnah for Islam’s Patriarchal concept. We have not once, and not
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twice, but many times in a variety of publications proclaimed vociferously the following
Qur’aanic and Sunnah facts:

* That woman is inferior to man

* That the man is the ruler of women

* That woman is Naaqisul Aql (of deficient intelligence)

* That the inheritance of woman is half that of the man

* That the testimony of two women equals the testimony of one man
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* That the testimony of even a thousand pious women is not acceptable in criminal cases

which carry the Hudood punishment, e.g. flogging, stoning, execution.

* That a man can marry four wives, not vice versa

* That a woman has no right of Talaaq. Only the man has this right

* That a woman was created from a crooked rib of man

* That the Qur’aan explicitly allows the husband to beat his wife when such a need develops
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* That Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that if prostrating for any being besides
Allah was permissible, he would have ordered the wife to prostrate (make Sajdah) to her
husband

* That the diyat of a woman is half the amount of the man’s diyat.

* That women are not allowed to attend the Musjid.

And much more. We have proclaimed loudly and unambiguously that Islam is a patriarchal
society in which woman is subservient to the man. If this is ‘abuse’ in the kufr brains of the
moron aunt and her ilk, then she should take up issue with Allah Ta’ala. It is He, Who in His
eternal wisdom has made the man the dominant one, and made woman subservient to him.
Whether the stupid aunt likes it or not, this Law of Allah Ta’ala has come to remain with the
Ummah for all time. If she is displeased with Allah Ta’ala, let she officially and formally make an
exit from Islam and secure her abode in Jahannum. We say ‘official’ since all the signs indicate
to her renunciation of Islam unofficially. While she may profess to be a ‘Muslim’ and
masquerade as one, she cannot fool intelligent people with her stupid skulduggery.

There is nothing for us to hide. We say loudly and clearly that Islam is a patriarchal society and
we are proud of this natural law of Allah Ta’ala. The faasiqah is unable to muster up the
courage to make a direct attack against Allah Ta’ala, hence she vents her kufr spleen on The
Majlis.
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But for this
The Majlis
is proud, for it is the Shield of Islam in this age of kufr, ilhaad and irtidaad.

Q. “The Majlis has labelled a certain woman who advocates that women should come out
on the streets and attend public places, with derogatory epithets such as ‘dumb lady’,
‘natural intellectual deficient’, ‘moron’, ‘dumb creature’s stupidity’, etc.”

A. Brother, what says your Aql (intelligence)? Shall we say that a spade is a jewel? Is swine
flesh halaal mutton? Will it be proper to say that the rotten, diseased, haraam carrion which the
mercenaries halaalize is halaal? What other or better epithets are there in the English language
to describe stupid, women who are dense in the brains, whose brains appear to be welded and
fossilized? What is Islamically wrong in calling a
ghabiah moron, dumb, stupid, intellectually
deficient, etc. These are not derogatory labels. They are the truth. It is not permissible to
describe these miscreant dumb moron ‘ladies’ with false names merely to soothe their
convoluted brains. Someone has to inform them of their reality. In fact Rasulullah (sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) informed women that the majority of the inmates of Hell-Fire are women,
especially morons of this aunt’s ilk. The dumb creature should simply slip on the shoe which
fits her – one or all of the shoes we are presenting to her.

If she had any brains, she would not have been so stupid, dim and dumb to introduce in the Kufr
MMB debate the issue of women and the mosque. Since she is bereft of logical arguments to
bolster her KUFR MMB support, she introduces extraneous matters merely to darken the pages
and to give length to her stupid article.
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Q. “The lady finds fault with Hadhrat Abdullah Ibn Umar (radhiyallahu anhu) who had
pelted women with stones, driving them away from the Musjid.”

A. It is not at all surprising for a moron faasiqah to gorge out venom against such an eminent
Sahaabi of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam). Her convoluted idea of Hadhrat Abdullah Ibn
Umar (radhiyallahu anhu) illustrates her kufr and her hatred for Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) who said:
“Whoever hates my Sahaabah, does so because he hates me.”

Q. “The woman finds fault with even Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) because he
said that women are intellectually deficient. What is the Shariah’s ruling for this
woman?”

A. Every ignorant Muslim who is a Muslim at heart will unhesitatingly say that this jaahilah,
faasiqah moron is undoubtedly a murtaddah. She is a kaafirah of the munaafiq class. While she
masquerades as a Muslim, her hatred for Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and for Islam
is betrayed by the venom she spits against the teachings and pronouncements of Rasulullah
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and Islam.

Q. “The woman propagates gender equality. Is there scope in Islam for this concept?”
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A. The idea of ‘gender equality’ is kufr. It is in diametric conflict with the Qur’aan Shareef and
the Sunnah. It is a concept which is alien to Islam. In fact, it is alien to all natural civilizations of
even such kuffaar who are uncontaminated by the aberrant cult known as western civilization.
The evidence totally rejecting gender equality in Islam is glaring and overwhelming. The
Qur’aanic verse:
“Men are the Rulers of women. “ is the death-knell for the kufr
gender-equality concept which so-called ‘Muslim’ morons and miscreants are promoting.

These moron aunts are so ignorant and so dense in the brains that they equate women’s
subservience to abuse. Since they have become mental slaves of the immoral, lewd, nude
western cult, their intellectual vision has become distorted. They are like squint-eyed persons.
They look with oblique vision which is worse than total blindness. At least a totally blind person
will ask to be led by a person with eyes. But these squint-eyed moron, dumb aunts with dense
brains fall into pits of najaasat and self destruction with their oblique vision.
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Let it be known that The Majlis is opposed to the MMB because it is a KUFR bill. We have
cogent, very cogent reasons, for our opposition. We have highlighted these reasons
repeatedly. Alhamdulillah, thousands of Muslims who had been hoodwinked by the chicanery
and fraud of the MMB clique have seen the Truth and are opposing the Kufr bill which has its
origin in the United States of America. The Kufr MMB is a measure devised by the enemies of
Islam to gradually undermine the Deen. Their objective is to annihilate Islam. To achieve this
nefarious goal they are employing dumb morons, stupid aunts, ‘Islamic Studies’ faculties of
universities and a variety of other coprocreeps whose motive is purely mercenary. They are
after the haraam boodle.

All these enemies of Islam will fail. Islam will triumph. The Patriarchal Deen ordained by Allah
Ta’ala for this Ummah will endure while all these cranks, quacks and dumb aunts will
disappear. The Qur’aan Majeed announces to them:

“They (the conglomerate of kuffaar, munaafiqeen, morons and juhala)
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conspire to extinguish the Noor (Shariah) of Allah with their mouths

while Allah intends to complete His Noor although the kaafiroon

abhor it.”

==========----------==========----------==========----------==========----------

It is the Waajib obligation of every Muslim to object to the Kufr MMB. Write a letter of
objection and send it to the Minister of Justice & Constitutional development. You may
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forward your letter by post, fax or email to:

Mr. T. N. Matibe, Ministry of Justice & Constitutional Development, Private Bag X81,

Pretoria 0001.

Fax 086 648 7766; e-mail:

TMatibe@justice.gov.za

Please send us a copy of your lett
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